**WorkFlow 002**

**When:**   Friday September, 13th 5:15 pm to 7 pm  
**Where:**  Black Cube Headquarters (BCHQ)  
            2925 South Umatilla Street  
            Englewood, CO 80110  

**About:**  Using the BCHQ lot and container as the workspace/factory, *WorkFlow 002* will demonstrate futility, fallibility, repetition, and exhaustion within human driven systems.

**Description of work:**  
The production line will be made up of three desk satiations, with two performers at each desk, and a connecting conveyor belt of line workers between the stations. At Station 1 Person 1A will be filling up yellow balloons and then passing them to Line Worker 1 who will be standing next to the table. Worker 1 will hand the balloon to Worker 2, 2 to 3, 3 to 4, and so on creating a human conveyor belt. The conveyor belt will pass along the balloons to Station 2 where the balloon will be numbered by Person 2A, and then cataloged by Person 2B, the balloon will then pass via another chain of Line Workers to the third Station where it will be measured and cataloged by Person 3A and 3B, then passed back to Station 1, where Person 1B will pop all incoming balloons. All of the workers in this system will be stoic and expressionless, completely ignoring the viewers in the gallery and not interacting with anyone but the other workers. A new disposable white coverall suit will be provided.

**What volunteer performers will need to do:**  
- Wear a plain white shirt (logos, patterns, etc may be visible through the coveralls)  
- Wear blue jeans or simple non-patterned pants  
- Wear solid color or shoes that are basic and will not stand out.  
- Stand in a line and pass a balloon from person to person for the duration of one hour  
- Maintain a stoic and non-interactive face and character while performing, ignoring all people except for those who are also in the production line.

Volunteer performers will meet at Black Cube Headquarters, 2925 South Umatilla Street  
Englewood, CO 80110 on Friday September, 13th between 5:15 and 5:30pm. This will be during the VIP opening to the event, please check in at the desk and they will show you to where we will meet before the performance begins.

To participate in this performance please contact Trey Duvall via text or email and more information will be provided. Be sure to contact Trey Duvall if you are interested as more information will need to be given to each performer as to what their role will be before the day of the performance. “Day of” volunteers will not be able to participate in the work.

Trey Duvall  
trey@treyduvall.com  
(970) 759-5099